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High school dropout Ben Freidlin
performs a minor miracle making Bit

Fry a major player
By By Eric PrisbellEric Prisbell

December 7, 2020December 7, 2020

S

Bit Fry Game Studios

Headquarters: Headquarters: Portsmouth, New

Hampshire

Employees: Employees: 62 full-time, plus 12

contractors

Key Executives: Key Executives: Ben Freidlin,Ben Freidlin, founder

and CEO; Todd Zeile,Todd Zeile, Chief Business

Development Officer

even years ago, Ben Freidlin set about making an improbable vision a reality:

trying to create an unlicensed baseball video game set in the 1920s. 

 

When that aspiration fell short, Freidlin pivoted his company, Bit Fry Game Studios,

to a new goal and wound up achieving something even more unlikely: securing

licensing agreements with 10 professional sports organizations to create an arcade-

action sports game. Ultimate Rivals: The Rink is a futuristic hockey game that

incorporates scores of current professional athletes from various sports. It took 8

months to create, and for the monumental licensing achievements alone, the late

David Stern, an early investor in the company, had said Freidlin should be

canonized.

Bit Fry, the Portsmouth, N.H.,-based company that has grown to 62 full-time

employees since its founding in 2013, is well suited for this moment. The pandemic

has broadened the gaming audience, and Freidlin says younger people are drawn to

what he calls the current “mash-up era,” where consumers seek to create their own

experiences and are accustomed to marquee names crossing over in everything

from movies to music.

“They have to be among the fastest-growing game companies in the country and

they are based like in the outskirts of New Hampshire,” said John Kosner, who

teamed with Stern as an early investor through their Micromanagement Ventures and

now is an adviser to the company. “It isn’t the normal story.” 

Les Otten, the former Boston Red Sox

minority owner and vice chairman, made the

first investment in Bit Fry. In February, the

company announced it had raised $3.5

million from 1Up Ventures, founded by Xbox

co-creator Ed Fries, and Bitkraft Esports

Ventures, a venture capital fund focused on

esports. Last December, the company

launched The Rink, which is exclusive to

Apple Arcade, focusing on hockey largely

because of that sport’s success in the video game world. Its next installment,

Ultimate Rivals: The Court (the same concept, but for basketball) is expected to be

released in the first quarter of next year.

The game franchise includes shades of popular 1990s arcade-action sports games

by favoring over-the-top action instead of maximum realism. In his games, Freidlin

said, athletes are presented as superheroes. And former longtime MLB player Todd

Zeile, Bit Fry’s chief business development officer, said the concept is also a nod to

age-old sports bar debates over the potential of athletes in other sports.

The vision is a creation of Freidlin, Bit Fry’s 44-year-old founder and CEO whom

friends have called a “vampire CEO” and describe as an adrenalin-fueled force of

nature who doesn’t require much food or sleep to keep his mind racing. His goal for

his company: to be the best video game studio in the world.

“I have no background in sports. I have no background in games,” Freidlin said. “I’m

kind of like an artist stuck in the body of a business person with a software brain.

And I’ve kind of tried to combine them all to create what we have been doing up until

now.”

Freidlin is a high school dropout — “I loved computers and I loved software and I

found that sometimes you can learn better on your own,” he said — but he wound up

working at Microsoft and as a software engineer on Wall Street. To secure those

licensing agreements, it helped to have Zeile, who spent 15 years as a player rep

and 12 years as part of the licensing committee, join him four years ago. 

Still, Freidlin recalls he and Zeile toiling around New York City for years, bouncing

from one meeting to the next. At times, Freidlin said the task felt impossible “partially

because we kind of had no business trying to get them. If you look at the norms of

how these things work, they don’t typically go to small companies that are

fledgling.” 

Ultimately, the central vision proved alluring enough to get the rights they needed.

Just as important, Bit Fry’s game would bring all the same athletes together, but it

would not be competing against the simulation games the leagues already had

deals with. 

“It’s really pretty unprecedented,” Kosner said of all the licensing agreements. “I’ve

rarely seen in the same body somebody who can understand the business deals,

can have the temperament to make those deals and maintain them while also being

the creative mastermind of an enterprise that would incentivize leagues to make the

deals in the first place. Those deals are notoriously difficult, much less running the

table on them.”

The achievement was so impressive that Stern, in an interview with SBJ last year,

said of Freidlin: “Anyone who can do that deserves to be canonized, OK. To me,

that’s impossible.”

Freidlin believes the fact that he had 95% of the licensing agreements secured was

critical to Stern’s decision to invest. “That, and I bought him a knish from 2nd Avenue

Deli,” Freidlin said. “He joked it was the most expensive knish he’s ever had in his life

— he handed me a check the next week.”

The two developed a strong relationship. Stern got a kick out of Freidlin’s patent

leather shoes. Freidlin would often send Stern late-night emails with wild ideas,

which would prompt an even later three-way text thread with Kosner. Of all the

wisdom Stern shared with Freidlin, one piece that resonates most was this: When it

comes to trying to strike a deal, “no” is a good answer, “yes” is a great answer, and

“maybe” is a terrible answer; don’t let people drag you through a long stretch of time

on the possibility of doing business with you.

“I don’t think we’d be here now if I had not met him — truthfully,” Freidlin said.

Freidlin fashions himself a contrarian, and recognizes that his journey has been as

unique as it has been arduous. As Freidlin said half-jokingly, “I wouldn’t recommend

anyone trying this ever again, and I certainly wouldn’t try this ever again.”
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 Sports Business Journal Retweeted

.@bigten Commissioner Kevin Warren 
reflects on a tough 2020, and the lessons 
he's learned, during our #SBJIAF event.
  

 

Replying to @sbjsbd

Warren lists the continued battle against 
#COVID19 and the changes brought about 
by #NIL advancements as two of the 
biggest issues he sees facing college 
athletics heading into 2021. #SBJIAF
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@SBJ_Events

Sports Business Journal
@sbjsbd
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